Figure 3 Parts guide

Figure 4 Removing the bezel

OPERATION

b

Operation of the CS120 is straightforward. Simply
aim your hand-held remote at the CS120. Your IR
command is instantly repeated to your A/V equipment.

a

c

(a) Mounting surface
(b) IR Cable (10 feet supplied)
(c) CS120 Miniature IR Sensor (supplied)
(d) Installation screws (supplied)
(e) CS120 lens bezel (supplied)
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You can eliminate optical feedback by replacing
any IRB1 “flooding flasher” with an MF1 or MF2
MicroFlasher® and covering all flashers with the
supplied IR blocking covers.

IR Receiving Angle

2. Double check the cable connections on the
CS120 and on the main system unit. Look for
open, shorted or reversed wires (Figure 2)

www.nilesaudio.com

Observe the main system unit IR confirmation LED
while performing all the tests. It is possible to have
interference from more than one source.

Niles MultiZone Keypad that has
an IR-Sensor connection

©2009 Niles Audio Corporation. All rights reser ved. Niles, the Niles

Eliminating Optical Feedback

logos, IntelliPad, MicroFlasher, MicroSensor and Blending High Fidelity and

In some installations, two conditions combine to

Architecture are registered trademarks of Niles Audio Corporation. All other
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. DS00672A
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IR Receiving Range

This manual contains instructions for the CS120
only. For specific information on the adjustment
and operation of your Niles infrared extender system, please refer to the instruction manual included
with your Niles IR main system unit (MSU140,
MSU250, MSU480, MSU440Z).

• Light dimmers, beginning with those closest
to the CS120

Figure 5 S uggested wiring of CS120 to

Compatible with virtually all brands of remotes
using carrier frequencies between 25kHz and 90kHz
Varies depending on remote strength;
Typically 20' to 35' (6.09 m x 10.67 m)

• Neon, Compact Florescent Lighting (CFL), or
halogen lights in the room

Niles Audio Corporation

IR System			

TROUBLESHOOTING

3. Test for interference from the following sources:
Blending High Fidelity And Architecture®

1. Both a sensor and a flasher are located within
the same room

Limited Warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

2. There is some low-level noise or interference on
your system

1. Test the remote control(s) by operating the A/V
equipment directly. Replace the batteries if
needed

d

create an optical feedback loop. Symptoms can
include: poor range, intermittent operation or no
operation.The conditions which sometimes
combine to create a feedback loop are:
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EMI (Electromagnetic Interference)
Identify the source of the interference. The most
common sources of electromagnetic interference
are listed in the Installation Considerations section.
To eliminate EMI try the following methods:
1. Move the sensor or the sensor cable away from
the EMI source or move the source of the EMI
away from the sensor or the cable
2. Connect the Sensor’s GND terminal to true earth
ground (if this isn’t feasible use the main system
unit’s GND terminal)
There are many methods for reducing interference.
Which solution is best for you depends on your
situation. If you require further assistance call Niles
Technical Support at 305-238-4373 or
1-800-289-4434 (M-F 8:00 AM - 7:00PM ET).
You can also email Niles Technical Support at
support@nilesaudio.com.
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30° off-axis (horizontal and vertical) at 25' (7.62 m)
Mounting
Thru-hole, fits into a 11/16" diameter hole; requires
a minimum of 2-7/8" mounting depth
Wiring Requirements
Individual home-runs of CAT-5 cable
Unit Dimensions
Front Bezel:
3/4" (1.90 cm) Diameter x 1/4" (.64 cm) high
Lens Bezel:
1-1/2" (3.81 cm) Diameter x 41/64" high (1.63 cm)
Unit With Dome:
1/2" (1.27 cm) Diameter x 3" (7.62 cm) Long
Unit Without Dome:
1/2" (1.27 cm) Diameter x 2-7/8" (7.30 cm) Long
Contents
• CS120 Miniature IR Sensor • CS120 Lens Bezel
• Installation Screws (3)

• Mounting Bracket

Niles Audio Corporation (“NILES”) warrants its active products
(those not requiring AC or battery power) to the original
purchaser to be free of manufacturing defects in material and
workmanship for a period of tWO years from date of purchase.
This Warranty is subject to the following additional conditions
and limitations. The Warranty is void and inapplicable if
NILES deems that the product has been used or handled other
than in accordance with the instructions provided by the
manufacturer, including but not limited to damage caused by
accident, mishandling, improper installation, abuse, negligence,
or normal wear and tear, or any defect caused by repair
to the product by anyone other than NILES or an authorized
NILES dealer.
To obtain warranty service, take the unit to the nearest
authorized NILES dealer, who will test the product and if
necessary, forward it to NILES for service. If there are no
authorized NILES dealers in your area, you must write to NILES
and include your name, model and serial number of your unit,
along with a brief description of the problem. A factory Return
Authorization Number will be sent to you. DO NOT RETURN ANY
UNIT WITHOUT FIRST RECEIVING WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION AND SHIPPING
INSTRUCTIONS FROM NILES.
If the above conditions are met, the purchaser’s sole remedy shall
be to return the product to NILES, in which case NILES will repair
or replace, at its sole option, the defective product without
charge for parts or labor. NILES will return a unit repaired or
replaced under warranty by shipping same by its usual shipping
method from the factory (only) at its expense within the United
States of America. THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES, INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WITH
RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT.
REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED UNDER THIS WARRANTY IS THE
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE CONSUMER/PURCHASER. NILES SHALL NOT
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT PROVIDED (OR PROHIBITED) BY APPLICABLE LAW.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may
not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights,
and you may also have other rights which vary from state
to state.

For the name of your nearest authorized NILES dealer
contact: NILES AUDIO CORPORATION, P.O. BOX 160818, Miami,
Florida 33116-0818.
Please fill in your product information and retain for your records.

CS120
Model__________________Purchase
Date_ _________________
Serial No.____________________________________________
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I N S TA L L AT I O N & O P E R AT I O N G U I D E

CEILING-mount iR microsensor ®

CS120

Introduction

Features & benefits

Installation Considerations
IMPORTANT: Refer installation to a professional custom installer if you are unfamiliar with any of the following procedures.

used, and how many IR emitters the remote has.
For example, remotes that operate on two small
AAA batteries and have only one IR emitter are
generally not as strong as remotes that use the
larger AA size batteries and have two emitters.
Tests with various manufacturers’ remote controls
have shown that the operating range can vary from
a minimum of 20’ to a maximum of about 35’.

The CS120 is a ceiling mounted IR sensor designed
for use with the Niles infrared extender systems.
Installed in a remote room location, the CS120
receives the IR commands transmitted from your
existing hand-held remotes in that room. The
commands are carried via a category 5 cable to
your A/V equipment in another room, and instantly
“repeated”.

The CS120 offers a number of improvements over
other miniature IR sensors.

The CS120 is compatible with all current Niles
infrared systems. It may be used along with, or as
an alternative to, the Niles TS120, MS120, MS220,
WS120R and MVC100IR sensors or the IntelliPad®.

• Excellent IR receiving range — 20’ to 35’ of
remote control range (depending upon the
strength of your handheld remote)

The CS120 is just one part of the three building
blocks necessary to complete a Niles IR repeating
system

• Small size of only 1/2” diameter by 2-7/8”
long—fits almost anywhere

• IR Main System Unit—Models MSU140, MSU250,
MSU480 and MSU440Z

• Printed circuit board design uses surface mount
technology, assuring high reliability

• IR Sensors/Keypads—Models WS120R, TS120,
MS120, MS220, CS120 and the IntelliPad

• Ideal for both home and commercial installations
• Each CS120 includes a transparent cover

The CS120 connects to the Niles Infrared main systems unit or IRH610 sensor expansion hub with an
individual home run of CAT-5 cable. When running
wires inside walls, most states and municipalities
in the U.S. specify that you must use a special type
of wire. Usually, the requirement is that the wire
has a specific “CL” fire rating, such as “CL-2” or
“CL-3”. Consult your Niles dealer, building contractor, or local building and inspection department if
unsure about which type of wire is best for your
application.

• IR Flashers—Models MF1, MF2, MF1VF,
MF2VF and the IRB1

• Two year parts and labor limited warranty

CS120 Mounting Location

If installing the CS120 in the same room as an IR

The CS120 is designed to be ceiling mounted in
a direct line of sight location within the operating
range of the remote control.

flasher, it is possible for the flasher’s IR output to
be picked-up by the CS120. This effect, known
as an optical feedback loop, can cause erratic
operation. Optical feedback is similar to acoustical
feedback: the howling or whistling sound heard in
a P.A. system when the microphone is too close to
the speaker.

• Wideband High-Fidelity Design enables operation
with virtually any brand of equipment
• Patent Pending Universal Noise Suppression enables operation in virtually any environment: near
plasma and LCD displays, compact fluorescent
lights, and indirect sunlight

• Factory tested for pickup range and angle

• 10’ of connecting wire included

An IR sensor expansion hub, Model IRH610, is
available to provide additional sensor inputs to
your system.

TOOLS REQUIRED
• 1/8” Standard Slotted Screwdriver
• 1/4” Standard Slotted Screwdriver
• Wire Stripper
Type of Cable

Receiving Range and Pickup Angle
The receiving range of the CS120 will vary according to the IR output strength of the remote control
being used. Remote strength varies among brands
depending on the number and size of batteries

1

2

3

Infrared signals travel essentially line-of-sight. They
will not pass through or around solid objects. Do not
rely on an IR signal being able to “bounce” off a wall
or object to the CS120. The IR pickup angle of the
CS120 is 30° off-axis (horizontal and vertical) at 25’.
Avoiding Interference
CS120 is designed to work in most applications
including with LCD and plasma displays and in
areas where CFL lighting and indirect sunlight are
present. You should avoid locating the CS120 near
potential sources of electrical or optical noise, such
as light dimmers or low-voltage lights.
Avoiding Optical Feedback
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To avoid optical feedback:
1. Re-position the flasher(s) and/or the sensor
2. Use Niles an MF1 or MF2 Microflasher and cover
them with the supplied IR blockers
Using the CS120 with the Niles MultiZone
keypads with an IR connection
The CS120 is fully compatible with Niles MultiZone
keypads with an IR connection, follow the wiring
instructions in Figure 5. For specific information
see your Niles MultiZone keypad manual.

Installation
If you are installing the CS120 into an existing
ceiling, take time to consider any possible obstructions which may be hidden, such as wood or metal
studs, electrical, telephone or other types of wiring,
plumbing, AC or heating conduits, etc.
1. Determine a mounting location for the CS120

by splicing it to a recommended IR cable (See
Installation Considerations—Type of Cable). You
may splice the CS120 cable to another cable by
soldering or crimping the connections.
4. Fasten sensor to ceiling with supplied screws
( Figure 3)
5. Connect the CS120 cable to the main system
unit ( Figure 1). Strip 1/4” of insulation from the
end of each wire. Tightly twist the end of each
wire until there are no frayed ends. Insert each
wire into the appropriate hole on the removable
connector plug, and snap the locking tab down.
To help you, the connector plug is keyed. Insert the
smooth side of the connector plug into the smooth
side of the socket. Don’t force the scalloped side
of the connector plug into the smooth side of the
socket. Refer to the main system main system unit
manual for specific installation instrutions.

Stereo receiver

Niles IR flasher
12V DC power supply
(supplied with the
MSU250 main system
unit) plugged into an
unswitched AC outlet
powers the system

Figure 1

Wiring diagram
(installed in an MSU250 system)

MSU250

12V DC Power supply
(not supplied) plugged into the
switched outlet.
Niles stock# FG01035

Power, IR data, status signal and ground
via CAT-5 wire

2. Drill a 11/16" hole where the CS120 will be
mounted
3. Run the CS120’s IR cable. Label the cable for
future reference ( Figure 2). The CS120 is supplied with 10’ of pre-stripped IR cable. The IR cable may be shortened or lengthened as needed.
If you want to make the CS120’s cable shorter,
use a pair of wire cutters to cut the cable to the
desired length. The IR cable may be lengthened
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Figure 2 Wiring legend
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CS120 IR sensor

